
CANVAS 5.1 › VALUE IDENTIFICATION
How many of these statements reflect your proposition? Think carefully what are the potential benefits of your proposition.

COMPETENCIES & SKILLS

This idea will radically impact the positioning  
of my company in the market.

The potential of my proposition in terms  
of competitive advantage is high. 

The proposition fits with my company’s current  
and long-term strategy.

›4
‹4

Great! No action needed!

Is it worth developing this idea internally? If yes, what can be 
done to improve its strategic value? Try to identify at least 
one concrete action to improve your score:

1 2 3

Medium

High
Low

PLEASE ADD UP

›4
‹4

COMMUNICATION & NOTORIETY

This idea will improve  
my company’s brand image.

This idea has a potential  
to establish new partnerships.

This idea creates adhesion  
both internally and externally.

What can be done to reinforce the notoriety of your pro-
position and strengthen its adhesion? Go back to the ques-
tions above and identify at least one concrete action to 
improve your score:

1 2 3

Medium

High
Low

Great! No action needed!

PLEASE ADD UP
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CANVAS 5.2 › VALUE IDENTIFICATION
How many of these statements reflect your proposition? Think carefully what are the potential benefits of your proposition.

STRATEGIC VALUE OF YOUR PROPOSITION

This idea fosters the acquisition of  
new expertise or new working methods. 

The potential value of  
acquired knowledge is high.

The proposition contributes to other  
projects within the organisation.

›4
‹4

Great! No action needed!

How can this proposition extend existing expertise within 
your company? Go back to the questions above and  identify 
at least one concrete action to improve your score:

1 2 3

Medium

High
Low

PLEASE ADD UP

INDIRECT ECONOMIC VALUE

This proposition can reduce  
operational costs for my company.

This idea results in sales increases  
for our other products. 

This ideas could result in new market  
creation for our company.

›4
‹4

Great! No action needed!

Is there any possibility of creating benefits for other prod-
ucts, projects or processes? Go back to the questions above 
and identify at least one concrete action to improve your 
score:

1 2 3

Medium

High
Low

PLEASE ADD UP
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